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2016 SMALL BUSINESS AWARDS
Mitch Cooke - Excellence in Community Development

Mitch Cooke, owner of HAF Skate and Tattoo and organizer of the
Rockstar Energy Motocross Nationals in Pleasant Valley receives
the 2016 Excellence in Community Development Award from reelected Mayor Bill Mills, Town of Truro. The town sponsored the
award. (Rees Photo)
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catalyst for positive action,
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exhibiting the highest stanaward is designed to recogdards of leadership.
nize a business, community
For three days last July, an
organization or social enterinternational spotlight was cast
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on Pleasant Valley Motosport
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Park, near Brookfield, when it
their community (cultural,
played host to the Canadian
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economic) and that serves as a
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Energy Motocross Nationals
series. It was the vision and
belief of Truro businessman,
and former Brookfield resident,
Mitch Cooke that a national
event of that caliber could not
only be held in this area, but
with great success. And he was
right. This event attracted
about 5,000 drivers and spectators from across North
America. It contributed an estimated $1.5 million to the
economy of the region and
was the first time in 14 years
the national event had been
held in Pleasant Valley, one of
only two Maritime venues to
host it.
As named in the criteria,
this award recognizes the highest standard of leadership
which was demonstrated by
Mitch, leading a team of volunteers, making an exceptional
effort to fund, organize and
carry out the demands of hosting this event which contributed greatly to the local
economy.

Fundy Appliance Service - Small Business Achievement

Brian Babineau’s Fundy Appliance Service was 2016 recipient of
the Business Achievement Award. Sponsored by PWC, Lisa Poehl
made the presentation. (Rees Photo)
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Halliday’s Flooring and cabinets by Hub Craft Building
Supplies.
In an industry that has an
aging skilled worker base, and
with the relevant trades’
courses no longer being
offered in the province, Fundy
Appliance has initiated an
internal training program to
try and meet the ever increasing demand for appliance
service in the region.
Since completing the
expansion in 2015, they are
ready to grow again by
increasing the sales department, which will in turn warrant the need for more skilled
labor for installations and
deliveries.
Brian, the owner of Fundy
Appliance, is an active member of the Bible Hill Kinsmen
and was just recently awarded
the Kinsmen of the Year
award. Fundy Appliance also
makes regular contributions
to local charities such as the
Colchester Food Bank and the
CEHHC Foundation. The business strives to give every customer a one-on-one personal
shopping experience.

Tatamagouche Brewing - New Small Business of the Year

Christiane Jost and Matt Kenny Of Tatamagouche Brewing
Company receive the new Small Business of the Year award from
Darrell Kuhn, CEO, Community Credit Union, sponsor of the
award. (Rees Photo)
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Company was established, it
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the former village library,
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prise that has made significant and notable contributions to their community (cultural, social, environmental
and/or economic) and that
serves as a catalyst for positive action, exhibiting the
highest standards of leadership.
For three days last July, an
international spotlight was
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Motosport
Park,
near
Brookfield, when it played
host to the Canadian
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Round 7 of the Rockstar
Energy Motocross Nationals
series. It was the vision and
belief of Truro businessman,
and former Brookfield resident, Mitch Cooke that a
national event of that caliber
could not only be held in this
area, but with great success.
And he was right. This event
attracted about 5,000 drivers
and spectators from across
North America. It contributed
an estimated $1.5 million to
the economy of the region
and was the first time in 14
years the national event had
been held in Pleasant Valley,
one of only two Maritime venues to host it.
As named in the criteria,
this award recognizes the
highest standard of leadership
which was demonstrated by
Mitch, leading a team of volunteers, making an exceptional effort to fund, organize
and carry out the demands of
hosting this event which contributed greatly to the local
economy.
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Whether you are curious about exporting, a new
exporter, or looking to expand your business into
new markets – we can help.
Nova Scotia Business Inc., in partnership with the Nova Scotia Association
of Community Business Development Corporations (CBDC), is pleased
to introduce Export Development Education, providing Nova Scotia
companies with direct access to export education and resources.

Sign up for Export
Development Education
by visiting:
novascotiabusiness.com/
exporteducation

